Learning to use your bioptic telescope
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What are bioptics and how do they help?
Bioptic telescopes are eyeglasses that contain miniature telescopes
mounted toward the top of the eyeglass lens. They function in much the
same way as binoculars by enlarging the image, allowing the visually
impaired to see much more clearly.
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Carrier lenses:
Carrier lenses are the conventional eyeglass lenses that are mounted into the eyeglass frame of the
bioptic telescope which contain the user’s distance (and sometimes bifocal) prescription (if required for
best vision).

Basic Bioptic Spotting Movements
The “I” Movement (Translation)

The standard method for using the bioptic telescope is called the “I” movement. This is a straight up and
down dipping movement of the head. While you are looking directly at what you want to see more
clearly, dip your head down slightly to look into the telescope eyepiece (this is called translation). When
looking through the bioptic you should be seeing the same object larger and more clearly.

Looking through the
carrier lenses

Dipping the head to look
through the bioptic

If you are not seeing the same object when looking through the bioptic, practice switching from the
carrier lenses to the telescope eyepiece while looking at small targets about the room such as a face,
light switch, doorknob, or clock. Continue until finding what you are looking for when alternating
between the carrier lenses and telescope eyepiece becomes accurate, quick and easy.
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Adapting to the narrow field of view of your bioptic

Don't let the narrower field of view through your bioptic worry you! It's surprising how easy it is to get
used to it! Once you've learned to alternate your vision from the carrier lenses to the telescope
eyepiece, you'll hardly notice it at all! In fact, our brains will learn to combine our regular vision seen
through the carrier lenses with the enlarged telescopic view into a single visual experience.

With a little practice you will learn to experience seeing
the enlarged image superimposed over your regular vision
Looking At Close Objects
Looking at closer objects can be more challenging at first due to the narrower field of view of the
bioptic. To learn to find and touch objects within your arm’s range, first find the object in the telescope
field of view, and while looking at it, pass your upraised finger across the field of view several inches in
front of the target. Once you can see both your finger and the target at the same time, watch your
finger as it moves in to touch the target. You MUST watch your finger while looking through the
telescope to learn to do this. A convenient technique is to practice this while trying to touch the buttons
on a telephone keypad.

Setting the Telescope Focus
Manual focus systems are adjusted by turning the central focusing knob to the right or left that will
correct for both the refractive error of the user and also for the working distance to the target. Eyepiece
corrections are rarely needed as the telescopes are designed to correct for most refractive errors.
Astigmatic eyepiece corrections are usually not required for powers below 3D cylinder.

Using the central focusing knob
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Spotting Techniques:
Spotting stationary targets

While sitting or standing still, locate a small object through the carrier lenses, align your head so that
your nose is pointing directly at the object, then lower your head down slightly to look through the
telescope using the “I” motion to find (locate) and identify the object.

Spotting moving targets

While sitting or standing still, locate a moving object (perhaps a vehicle or person walking). Dip your
head to look through the telescope and track them across the visual field while continuing to look
through the telescope.

Spotting stationary targets while moving

While a passenger in a car, find signs while looking through the carrier lenses and then dip your head to
find them through the telescope. Track and try to read them while your vehicle moves along. This may
be more challenging as any head motion by you or your vehicle will be exaggerated by the magnification
of the telescope.

Spotting moving targets while moving

Finally learn to spot and track moving objects while you are moving. Always start by locating the object
with your vision through the carrier lenses and then transfer your attention to look through the
telescope to find, track and identify the object.

Remember to be patient! And practice makes perfect!

Watch our helpful video "Enjoying the Bioptic Experience"

https://ocutech.com/general-informationvideos/?vimeography_gallery=5&vimeography_video=478588476

Scan this QR code to go directly to our video
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